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A processor is a nondeterministic Turing-like automaton with auxiliary storage. An 
abstract family of processors (AFP) consists of all processors that use the storage in 
the same way. For a family of operations to be the output functions of an AFP, it is 
necessary and sufficient that it include all homomorphisms and their inverses and he 
closed under functional union, composition, iteration and cartesian product; necessary 
and sufficient hat its domains (ranges) form a full AFL closed under n and iterated 
homomorphism and that its argument-value relations be all those representable y sets 
of this AFL. For a family of word-sets to be the accepted languages of an AFP, it is 
necessary and sufficient hat it be a full AFL closed under n and iterated homo- 
morphism. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the short time since it was proposed (by Ginsburg and Greibach [1] and by 
Hopcroft and Ullman [5]), a new unifying approach to the theory of automata has 
already ielded impressive results. For Ginsburg and Greibach, the point of departure 
is a very general model of a recognition device, called an acceptor, which is in essence 
a nondeterministic finite-state automaton with auxiliary storage. The interaction 
between the finite-state control and the storage is represented by a storage information 
function, which gives storage-to-control information as a function of current storage, 
and a storage transformation function, which specifies how the storage is transformed 
in accordance with instructions received from the control. The choice of this pair of 
functions for a given acceptor is subject only to very mild restrictions. The central idea 
is the partitioning of the acceptors into abstract families, according to their information 
and transformation functions. A noteworthy property of every abstract family of 
acceptors is that the corresponding family of accepted languages is a full abstract 
family of languages (AFL, for short), i.e. it is closed under union, concatenation, 
Kleene closure, homomorphisms and their inverses, and intersection with regular 
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sets; and that, conversely, every full AFL corresponds to some abstract family of 
acceptors. 
The present paper extends this approach to a model of an automaton, called a 
processor, that transforms, as well as recognizes its input tape. A processor is in essence 
a nondeterministic Turing machine with auxiliary storage. Allowing for inessential 
differences in formulation, we may think of the notion of processor as generalizing 
Ginsburg and Greibach's notion of acceptor in [1] to the extent of permitting two-way 
scanning and local processing of the input tape. Hopcroft and Ullman's nondeter- 
ministic two-way balloon automata in [5] lie between the acceptors and the processors; 
a balloon automaton is essentially a processor without the capability to process the 
input tape. An abstract family of processors (AFP, for short) is the counterpart of an 
abstract family of acceptors (AFA, for short) in [1] and of a closed class of balloon 
automata in [5]. 
The principal role of a processor is to compute an output function, which relates 
the input tape expressions at the beginning and end of a computation. The domain 
of the output function is the usual accepted language. In Section 1, these notions are 
made precise and the dispensability of endmarkers i  noted. 
The AFP in their role as families of output functions are characterized in Section 2. 
Each AFP includes all homomorphisms and their inverses and is closed under 
functional union, composition, iteration (which repeatedly feeds the output back as 
an input into the same processor, then pools the results) and cartesian product (which 
simulates two processors operating in parallel on opposite sides of a marker). Con- 
versely, any family of operations with these properties i the family of output functions 
of some AFP. A derived property of AFP is closure under formation of inverse. 
In Section 3, the families of accepted languages of AFP are characterized asthe full 
AFL closed under intersection and iterated homomorphism. Subsidiary results 
establish connections between output functions and accepted languages. An operation 
is called definable in a family of word-sets if its input-output relation is representable 
by a word-set in the family. Every AFP is the family of operations definable in the 
family of its accepted languages; conversely, the family of operations definable in 
a full AFL closed under intersection and iterated homomorphism is an AFP. 
In Section 4, indexed operations are combined (in essentially the same way as 
productions are combined by Ginsburg and Spanier in [3]) to form operations called 
programs. Each set of index words may be viewed as describing how its associated 
program is built up by composition and (possibly infinite) functional union from 
indexed operations. If the indexed operations belong to an AFP, and if the set of index 
words is an accepted language of this AFP, then the corresponding program belongs 
to the same AFP. 
As nondeterministic counterparts of Hartmanis and Hopcroft's oracle machines 
in [4], processors might prove useful in studying relative computability. Subfamilies of 
the AFP such as the linear-bounded automata with oracles, which will be characterized 
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in a following paper, hold perhaps more promise of relevance for computer science. 
Sincere appreciation and gratitude is expressed to Professors F. L. Bauer and 
K. Samelson, Directors of the Mathematisches Institut der Technischen Hochschule, 
Munich, where (in 1966-1967) the author obtained some of the basic results in this 
paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A (nondeterministic) processor may be regarded intuitively as a system consisting 
of a finite control, an input tape and an auxiliary storage organized along the following 
lines (cf. Fig. 1). The control is a "black box" that can assume any one of finitely 
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FIG. 1. A Processor .  
many internal states. The input tape is a word (= finite string of symbols) and so is the 
storage. The control processes the input tape in the neighborhood of a pointer, 
which can be moved back and forth. The control can see a limited number of symbols 
on either side of the pointer, and it can change, insert and delete symbols. The control 
receives information, in the form of a word, that reflects the current contents of the 
storage. When the storage is empty, and only then, this information is the empty 
word. The control sends instructions, in the form of a word, for transforming the 
storage. The empty word serves as the instruction to leave the storage unchanged. In 
any case, the transformed storage contains only symbols occurring either in the 
storage before transformation or in the instruction. 
A processor operates according to a finite set of move-rules. One form of move-rule 
prescribes states p, p' and words u, u', v, v', ~, ~' and reads: "If  control is in state p, if 
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word u occurs just left of pointer and v just right, and if storage sends information ,; 
then put control into state p',  replace the above-mentioned occurrence of u by u' and 
v by v', and send instruction d to storage." Other move-rules pecify in addition either 
that u be at the left end or that v be at the right end of the input tape. In the general 
case, a choice must be made among several move-rules applicable to a given configura- 
tion of the processor. 
A computation by a processor starts with the control in one of a specified set of 
start states, the pointer at the left end of the input tape and the storage empty. The 
computation proceeds in a sequence of steps involving changes of state, input word, 
pointer position and storage, as authorized by the move-rules. The computation ends, 
if ever, with the control in one of a specified set of stop states, the pointer at the right 
end of the input tape and the storage again empty. I f  a computation begins with z as 
input word and ends with ~ as input word, then z is accepted and ~ is an output of z. 
Thus a processor accepts a set of words and at the same time computes the function 
relating outputs to inputs. 
This completes the informal description of processors. We now proceed formally. 
Internal states of finite controls are represented by formal symbols, called states, 
from a fixed, infinite set K. Input tapes are represented by words over a fixed, infinite 
set Z of input symbols. 1 Auxiliary storages, as well as information from storage to 
control and instructions from control to storage, are represented by words over 
a fixed, infinite set/" of auxiliary symbols. The sets K, 27, F need not be either countable 
or disjoint. Two special symbols ~' (the pointer) and # (the end-marker) not in 
K u 27 u F are used only in representing move-rules. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A storage information function is any mapping from F* into the 
finite subsets of / ' * ,  subject o the conditions that g(~) = {r and that e ~ g(v) iff V = E. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A storage transformation function is any mapping from F* • F* 
into the finite subsets of P*, subject to the conditions that f0 ' ,  e) = {~} and that 
y'  9  ~) only if every symbol in ~' occurs in y,. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A move-rule is any 6-tuple having one of forms 
(p, u ~v, , ,p' ,  u' ~v', d), (1) 
(p, #u ~v, ,,p', #u' ~v', '3, (2) 
(p, u tv#, , ,p ' ,u '  tv '  # ,d)  (3) 
with p, p' 9 K, uvu' v' 9 27*, u' 9 F*. 
x By a word over set A of symbols is meant any element of the free semigroup A* with identity 
generated by A. A + denotes A*-{~}. A set over A is a set of words over A. Note that $* = {~}, 
~+ = ~. 
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A configuration is any triple (p, x 1' y, 7) with p ~ K, xy ~ 27*, 7 6 -P*. For each 
move-rule t~, ~--, is the following relation on configurations. I f  ~ = (1), then K ~---, A 
iff there exist s, t ~ Z* such that 
K = (p, su ~ vt, 7), A = (p', su',v't, 7'), ' ~g(7), 7' ~f(7, d). 
If/~ = (2), then K ~--. A iff there exists t ~ 27* such that 
K = (p, mvt, 7), A = (p', u',v't, 7'), L eg(7), ~" E f(7, d). 
If  ~ = (3), then K ~--. A iff there exists s s 27* such that 
= (p, su t t, 7), A = (p', su'~v', ~/), , ~g(~'), ~" ~f ( r ,  ,'). 
For any set M of move-rules, ~--u is the union of the relations ~--, with/~ ~ M; i.e. 
K ~--M A iff there exists ~ ~ M such that K ~--, A. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A processor is any 5-tuple P = (g,f, M, K', K") such that g is 
a storage information function, f is a storage transformation function, M is a finite 
set of move-rules and K', K" are finite sets of states. We denote by K~, the set of all 
states occurring in rules of M or belonging to K' or K"; by 27e, the set of all input 
symbols occurring in rules of M; by Fi, , the set of all auxiliary symbols occurring in 
rules of M. If (p, tz, E) ~ (if, ~, E) with p ~ K', f ie K", then we say that ff is an 
output of z and that z is accepted by p.2 The output function computed by P is the function 
Fl, defined thus for all sets Z over 27: Fe(Z ) = {~l ~ is an output of some z ~ Z}. 
The accepted language of P is the set L(P) of all words accepted by P. It is clear that 
Fl, is an additive operation whose domain and range are sets over Ze ,  and that L(P) is 
the domain of Fp .3 
DEFINITION 1.5. If g is a storage information function and f is a storage trans- 
formation function, then the set of all processors (g, f, M, K' ,  K") where M is a finite 
set of move-rules and K', K" are finite subsets of K is called the abstract family of 
processors (AFP, for short) determined by (g, f ) .  
Remark. For any processor P, there is a processor P' ,  in the same AFP, that 
computes the same output function, has move-rules restricted to form (1) in 
Definition 1.3, has a single start state ~ and a single stop state ~o, where oJ is terminal 
in the sense that no configuration in state w is transformed by any move-rule of P ' .  
(Intuitively speaking, P '  can be constructed so that, starting in state a, it inserts a 
If R is a binary relation and there exist z0 ,..., zk such that ziRzi+l for all i < k, then we 
write zoRkzk. If zRk~ for some k > 0 (k > 0), then we write zR+~ (zR*~). 
3 By an additive operation ismeant e, ny unary set-function T such that (a) T(X) = U~x T({x)) 
and (b) the domain and range of T are sets over some finite alphabet, where the domain of T 
consists of all words x for which T({x}) =# ~ and the range is the union of all T((x}). By an additive 
operation over alphabet A is meant one with domain over A. 
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marker at the left end of the input tape. Then it places another marker nondeter- 
ministically, attempting to guess where the right end of the tape is. Then it moves the 
pointer to the left marker, goes to any start state of P and simulates P, treating 
the markers as the ends of the tape. Whenever astop state of P is reached and a marker 
is just right of the pointer, P has the option of removing first the left marker, then the 
right marker, and stopping in state co.) 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF AFP OUTPUT FUNCTIONS 
We now identify each processor P with its output function Fp, and thus each AFP 
with the family of output functions of its members. Theorem 2.1 gives a necessary 
and sufficient condition, in terms of inclusion and closure properties, for a family of 
additive operations to be an AFP. 
DEFINITIONS. By a homomorphism is meant any additive operation T over a finite 
alphabet such that (a) for all words uv, T(uv) = T(u)T(v) and (b) for all words 
x, T(x) consists of at most one word (hence, T(E) = e). I a denotes the identity homo- 
morphism over alphabet A. Note that I ~ has domain {E}. 
If  A is an alphabet and W is a word or word-set, then R)v A and Lw a are the additive 
operations with domain A* such that RwA(x) = xW, L)vA(x) ~- Wx. Note that Rv,, ~ 
has domain {E}, range W. 
Given word-set W, let (~)v be the additive operation such that Nw(x) ---- {x) ~ W. 
For additive operations S, T with domains and ranges over finite alphabet A, the 
functional union S ~) T, the composition S .  T, the iteration T + and the improper 
iteration T* are the additive operations such that (S t3 T)(x)= S(x)k3 T(x), 
(S . T)(x) = ST(x) = S(T(x)), T+(x) = (Jk>0 Tk(x), T*(x) = Ok>~o Tk(x), where 
T o is the identity operation, T1 = T, T k+l = T ~ 9 T. (If T is an additive operation, 
we often write T(x) instead of T({x)); furthermore, when T(x) consists of a single word, 
we often write T(x) = y instead of T(x) = {y}.) By the inverse of T is meant the 
additive operation T -1 such that y ~ T-l(x) iff x ~ T(y). For each symbol c 6 A, the 
additive operation S • ,Twith domain _C A'cA* such that (S • ,T)(xcy) = S(x) cT(y) 
is called a cartesian product. 
THEOREM 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for family 37" of additive operations 
to be an AFP is that J-  include all homomorphisms and their inverses and be closed under 
functional union, composition, iteration and cartesian product. 
Proof of Theorem follows with the aid of Lemmas 2.1-2.3. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  o ~ satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.1, then ~ includes all Ra A, 
Ld 4, (RaA) -1, (LaA) -1 where A is a finite alphabet and a is a symbol. 
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Proof. Let c be a new symbol; h a and h,, the homomorphisms over A t.) {c} such 
that h~(b) -~ h,(b) = b, h~(c) ---- a, h,(c) = E for all b e A. Then R~ A = h , .  (ix • j~) .  h~-~ 
and (Ra'~) -1 ~ h, 9 (in • fie) . h2t are in 3-. Similarly, La A, (LaA) -1 E 3-. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let J -  be a family of additive operations that includes all homomorphisms 
and all Ra n, La x, (Ran) -~, (LAX) -~, where A is a finite alphabet and a is a symbol, and is 
closed under functional union, composition, iteration, and cartesian product. Then W 
includes for each finite alphabet A and symbol c ~ A the operation E such that w' ~ E(w) 
iff w = w' = xcx with x a A *. 
Proof. For each a e A, introduce a new symbol g. Let h be the homomorphism over 
= R xwA. (LaAWA)-I, ./i = {al a e A} such that h(d) = a. For each a e A, let N a --~ 
T, =N.  • ~N a .ThenE=(h  • eh) . (U~AT. )* ' ( I  x • ~I x )~W.  
(Intuitively speaking, E carries out the following program. Start in T r / ' i :  I f  
argument ~ A'cA*,  go to T2 or T 3. T2 : Choose a e A and go to Ta. Ta : I f  argument 
has form aycaz with yz over A k) A, transform it to yacza and go to T2 or Ta. T3 : 
I f  argument e A'cA*,  unbar all symbols and stop.) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let #" satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2. Let L(3") be the family of 
domains, L'(J-) the family of ranges of members of W. Then 
(1) OweY for each WeL(Y)  WL'(W). 
(2) L (Y )  = L'( J -) .  
(3) L(Y) is closed under each T e W. 
(4) I f  T e J-, then for each symbol c, the sets {xcy IY e T(x)} and {xey ]x e T(y)} 
are in L(W). 
(5) I f  T is an additive operation, ca symbol that occurs in no word of the domain or 
range of T, and {xcy IY e T(x)} e L(Y) ,  then T e Y .  
(6) I f  T e Y ,  then T -1 e 3". 
(7) Rw A, Lye A e W for each finite alphabet A and WeL(3-) .  
Proof. For (1), let D and R be the domain and range, respectively, of T e J ' .  Then 
D and R are over finite alphabet A. Choose symbol c q~ A. Let T 1 -~ ( [.Java RaaW{e))*RJ 9 
Then T 1, Ti -aey ;  0D = T ;  1"( IA • cT) 'E"  T land 0R---- Ti -1' E . ( I  a • cT)" T1, 
which by Lemma 2.2 are in W. 
For (2), note that if WeL(.Y-)wL'(3-) ,  then W is both domain and range of 
0w,  which by Lemma 2.2 is in J - .  
For (3), consider any T e 3" and X eL(W). T(X) is the range of T"  0x ,  hence, 
by (1) and (2), T(X)eL(W).  
For (4), consider any T e W with domain and range over finite alphabet A. Choose 
symbol c ~ A. Then {xcy lY e T(x)) and {xcy I x E T(y)) are the domains of E -  (T • cI a) 
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and E .  (I A • cT), respectively (cf. Lemma 2.2). By (3), L ( J ' )  is closed under homo- 
morphism, hence these sets are in L(Y-) for all symbols c. 
Assuming the premise of (5), let A be the set of all symbols occurring in words of 
the domain or range of T. Let T 1 : (Uae.4 "'aOav{ch* 1? /  --ca, Tg. : ( Le - ' l ) - l (Uae  A (LaAW{e})-l) *. 
Then T = T 2 9 N{~ulu~r(x~} " T1 ~J - .  
(6) follows immediately from (4) and (5). 
For (7), assume W over finite alphabet B and choose symbol c ~ A u B. Let h be the 
homomorphism over A u B u {c} such that h(c) : ~, h(a) : a for all a ~ A u B. 
Then Rw A : h" ( I  a •  0w)"  (Ub~B R~V~v{')) *" R~ a ~ 3-. Similarly, Lw n e ~". 
Proof of necessity for Theorem 2.1. Let ~--be any AFP. It is a matter of routine to 
show that J -  satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2, hence, by Lemma 2.3(6), J 
includes all inverse homomorphisms. 
Proof of sufficiency for Theorem 2.1. Let Z be any infinite alphabet; J ' ,  any family 
of additive operations, with domains and ranges over finite subalphabets of 27, that 
includes all homomorphisms and their inverses and is closed under functional union, 
composition, iteration and cartesian product. 
With the end in view of showing that ~ is an AFP, we associate with each operation 
T ~ J -  a separate symbol ~(T) ~ 27 and define 9 ~ as the AFP with 27 as set of states, 2J as 
set of input symbols, T' = 27 u {~(T) I T e f}  as set of auxiliary symbols, g as storage 
information function and f as storage transformation function, where 
g(e) -- {,}, g(~a) -= {a}; 
f(Y, ") = {e}, f(y,  a) = {ya}, f(xcy, ,(r)} = {e} 
for all a e 27, ~ s 27", T e ~q" with domain and range over finite alphabet ArC  27, 
c ~ 27 -- Xr ,  y e T(x); in all other cases, g = f = q~. 
(Intuitively speaking, the storage in any processor of ~ tells only what its rightmost 
symbol is. The storage may be transformed either by addition on the right of a single 
input symbol; or by complete rasure, if instruction ~(T) is received when the storage 
represents a member (x, y) of the input-output relation of operation T of 3-.) 
We now show that J -  = ~.  
To prove that 3- __C ~,  let T be any member of J ' ,  with domain and range over 
finite alphabet 27r. Choose c e Z -- 27r- Then T is the output function of the processor 
P = (g, f, M, {o~}, {o9}) e ~,  where M consists of all move-rules (~, ~'a, , ~, ]', a), 
(c~, ~#, ,, o9, ~, c), (o9, ~, ,, oJ, a~, a), (~o, ~, ~, co, ~, ~(T)) where a e 27r, '  c {,} U 27r U {c}. 
(Intuitively speaking, P transfers input word x over 27r to storage; then puts an 
arbitrary word y over 27r on the input tape, at the same time transforming the storage 
into xcy; then instructs the storage to erase itself if y ~ T(x), in which case y is 
announced as an output of x.) 
To establish the reverse inclusion, let P = (g, f, M, K', K") be any processor 
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from ~.  We assume without loss of generality that M is #-free, K v n (Xp u Fe) = r 
K '  = {a}, K" =- {w} where a, w are distinct states. Choose d e 27 -- (Ke u Xe u .re). 
For each/~ e M, let I ' ,  be the additive operation with domain _C s dl'p* such 
that T,,(xpy dT)= {x'p'y' dT' ' (p, x tY,  Y) ~---, (P', x' I'Y', 7')}. Then 
P = tRx"- I  " (UMT~+ " Rx'~X" " "'a (S) 
For each move-rule/~ = (p, u ~ v, L, p', u' f v', d) e M, T~ is expressible as/:]~ • a(?~. G.), 
where H .  , F . ,  G. are defined, thus: H~ is h'h -1 where h and h' are the homomorphisms 
over Xvw {p'} such that h(p ' )= upv, h'(p'):--u'p'v', h (a)= h' (a)= a for all 
a e Xe. If~ = ~, G, is I*; i f ,  e X, R2, "v. (Rrp)-L If L' e X U {E}, F~ is Rre; i fd = ,(T) 
where T e 9"- with domain and range over Xr ,  then F,  is 6 -1 
By Lemma 2.3, each T~ ~ 9-', hence by (8) P ~ J - .  
Remark. I f  ~ is any set of additive operations, then ~ defined as in the foregoing 
proof is the smallest AFP that includes J - .  I f  in particular J -  = 4, then ~ is essentially 
the family of all nondeterministic Turing machines, which is therefore characterizable 
as the smallest family of additive operations that includes all homomorphisms and 
their inverses and is closed under functional union, composition, iteration and 
cartesian product. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF AFP LANGUAGES 
Given an AFP ~,  let L(~)  be the family of accepted languages of .~, i.e. L(~@) -- 
{L(P) ] P E ~}. We now characterize the families of accepted languages of AFP as tile 
full abstract families of languages closed under intersection and iterated homo- 
morphism. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Family 50 of word-sets over an infinite alphabet X is called a 
full abstract family of languages (AFL, for short) if 50 has at least one member ~z~ 4, 
each member of 5 ~ is over a finite subset of X, and 50 is dosed under U, ", + ,  h, 
h-l, NR for every homomorphism h and regular set R. By closure under iterated 
homomorphism is meant closure under h § for every homomorphism h.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let 50 be any family of word-sets over infinite alphabet X. 
Additive operation T is called definable in 50 if for each symbol c e Z the sets 
{xcy]y e T(x)} and {xcy 'x  ~ T(y)} belong to 50. If  50 is closed under homo- 
morphism and domain and range of 7' are over finite alphabet .4, an equivalent 
condition for definability is that the two sets in question be members of 50 for some 
symbol c e X -- A. 
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THEOREM 3.1. I f  ~ is an AFP, then (1) L(#) is a ful l  AFL closed under n and 
iterated homomorphism and (2) ~ is the family of operations definable in L (~) .  
Proof. Both conclusions follow quickly from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.3. 
For closure under 9 and +, note that for X, Y over finite alphabet A, X .  Y ---- Rra(X)  
and Y+ ---- (Rra)+({e}). 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  .W is a ful l  AFL closed under n and iterated homomorphism, then 
for each finite alphabet A and symbol c 6 A,  {wcw J w ~ A*} ~ s 
Proof. Let A = {a  I , . . . ,  an}. If N = 1, then {wcw [ w E A*} = h2hl*(e ) E ~,  
where e is a new symbol and hi, h 2 are the homomorphisms over {al, e) such that 
hi(e ) = aleal,  h~(e) -~ c, hi(a1) = h2(al) ~- a 1 . 
If N > 1, define the following one-one mapping p of A* onto the nonnegative 
integers: p ( , )=  0, p(an)= n, p (uan)= Np(u)+p(an)  for all u~A+.  (Thus, 
p(a%...a,~,,) = Nkp(a%) + ... + N~ Let d, e be new symbols. Then the sets 
X 1 =- {crad Nr+~ [ r >/O, a ~ A}, Ya ---- { craeNr+~ [ r >/O, a ~ A}, X~ ---- {adrc ~ ] r >/O, 
a E A}, ]12 = { ae~ I r >/O, a ~ A} are in s Hence, 
{ weo(w) I w e A +} = h(X l*Y  1 (~ X~*Y~) e ~f, 
where h is the homomorphism over A u {c, d, e} such that h(c) = h(d) = E, h(b) = b 
for all b E A u {e). Similarly, {eo(W)w [ w ~ A +} and therefore {xe~176 [ xy ~ A*} 
are in s Finally, {wcw]w ~A*} = h'({xe~176 ~A*} (~ {xe~ce~y]r  >~ O, 
xy ~ A*}) E S(', where h' is the homomorphism over A o {c, e} such that h'(e) = E, 
h'(b) = b for all b ~ A U {c}. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  .W is a ful l  AFL closed under n and iterated homomorphism, and 
3" is the family of operations definable in 5 f  , then (1) oq" is an AFP and (2) ~ = L(J-). 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 2.1, it suffices for (1) to establish that J -  includes all 
homomorphisms and is closed under functional union, composition, iteration, inversion 
and cartesian product. 
Consider first any homomorphism h with domain and range over finite alphabet A
and choose symbol c 6 A. Let h 1 be the homomorphism over A such that for 
each a ~ A,  hl(a ) is a symbol 6 A u {c}. From Lemma 3.1 it follows easily that 
{xehl(x ) [ x ~ A*} e ~.  Hence {xcy ]y E h(x)} ---- h~{xcha(x ) [ x E A*} ~ oW, where h~ is 
the homomorphism over {a, hi(a), c ]a ~ A) such that h2hx(a ) = h(a), h~(a) = a, 
h~(c) = c for all a 6 A. Similarly, {xcy [ x ~ h(y)} 6 oLP. Thus every homomorphism 
belongs to 3-. 
Closure of J"  under inversion follows immediately from the definition of definability. 
Proof of closure under functional union, composition, iteration and cartesian product 
is straightforward; we outline the argument for the last two. 
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Consider T + where T 6 Y with domain and range over finite alphabet A. Choose 
symbol c $ A. Then the set Z = {xcy l Y ~ T(x)) 6 &q. Let 
Z1 = {(x0c) "'" (xk_le)xk I k > 0, each xi E T(Xi_l)). 
Then 
Z1 = [a*(cZ) + n (Zc)+A *] w [A*(cZ)*cA* n (Zc)*Z] E s 
Let Z 2 = {xoch(xlc)... h(x~_lc)x~ I k > 0, each xi ~ T(xi_l)} where h is a one-one 
homomorphism over A u {c} such that h(A u {c)) ~ (A u {c}) = ~.  By the closure 
properties of AFL, Z~ ~ ~.  Hence {xcy J y ~ T+(x)} = h'(Z2) E ~LP, where h' is the 
homomorphism over {b, h(b)]b E A U {c}} such that h' (b)= b, h 'h(b)= e for all 
b 6 A U {c}. Similarly, {xcy I x ~ T+(y)} ~ ~#. Thus, T + ~ 3_. 
Consider T 1 • cT 2 where T1, T 2 ~ J with domains and ranges over finite alphabet A
and c is a symbol ~ A. Given any symbol d 6 A U {c), {z~dz 1' I z~' ~ T~(Zl) } ~ ~;  from 
this set, we obtain X = {zlcz2dz 1' I z~' ~ Tl(Zl), z2 ~ A*} by substituting cA*d for d. 
By the closure properties of AFL, X c ~o. Similarly, Y = {z~dzl'cz 2' ] z~' ~ T2(z2), 
"gl' ~ A*} ~ ~.  Therefore, {xdy [ y e (T 1 X ,T2)(x)} = {zacz~dzl'cz2' ] z1' ~ Tl(Zl), 
z (  ~ T~(z~)} = (XcA*) ~ (A*cY) ~ c~. Similarly, {xdylx ~ (T~ X ,T~)(y)} ~ ~.  Thus, 
T~ x oT~Y-. 
Thus (1) is established. For (2), suppose that W~ c~r Then W is the domain of the 
additive operation T, obviously in 57, such thaty ~ T(x) iff x, y 6 W. Suppose conversely 
that W is the domain of T ~ ~.  Then the domain and range of T are over finite 
alphabet A. Let h be the homomorphism such that h(a) = r for all a ~ A. Then W is 
the domain of hT, which by (1) is in J ' .  Then Wc = {xcy ]y ~ hT(x)} ~ .W for each 
symbol c; hence, W6 ~.  
Remark. It is now obvious that the recursively enumerable sets form the smallest 
full AFL  closed under n and iterated homomorphism (cf. last paragraph of Section 2). 
Hence, iterated homomorphism is independent of intersection and the full AFL  
operations (since the regular sets are closed under these,) while full substitution and its 
inverse, on the other hand, are not. ~ 
4. PROGRAMS OF OPERATIONS FROM AN AFP 
DEFINITION. Given family.Y- of addkive operations and finite alphabet A, associate 
with each word w ~ A+ an operation Tw from J "  in such a way that Tal...am = T , ,  ... Tat 
for each m > 0, a I ,..., a m a A. Then for each set W_C A + let T w be the operation 
such that Tw(X ) = Uw~w Tw(X) for every word-set X as argument. Each such T w is 
an additive operation, called a program of operations from .Y-. 
, c f .  [2]. 
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EXAMPLE. If i, j are symbols and Ti ,  Tr are operations from J ,  then T(,.j} = 
T i w Tr Ti5 = Tr and Ti+ = Ti+ are examples of programs from J - .  
THEOREM 4.1. I f  T w is a program of operations from AFP J ' ,  with W an accepted 
language of Y ,  then T w ~ 9"-. 
Proof. W and the domain and range of T w are over some common finite alphabet A. 
Let c be a new symbol. Then T w = (L,A) -1.  [ Oa~a ((LaA) -1 • cTa)] +" L~vc ~ J ' .  
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